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Ulearning buffalo wild wings

Ben Halliwell's LinkedIn profile reveals some of his specialties, including backflips, cartwheels and making paper planes. But don't bother asking him if he prefers traditional wings to a picadillo taco or an Oreo chocolate shake with his Jimmy Cuban. He's not going to tell you. Halliwell, vice president of customer
personalization at Inspire Brands, oversees a portfolio that includes more than 11,200 Arby's, Buffalo Wild Wings, Sonic, Jimmy John's and Rusty Taco locations around the world - and doesn't play favorites. What he does is work in all brands, building personalization solutions that enable every brand within Inspire's
portfolio. All brands benefit from embracing consumer preferences and providing relevant communications, Halliwell says. Effective personalization strategies breed customer affinity for brands. Ahead of his appearance at the NRF NXT ALL ACCESS virtual event, NRF discussed a range of topics with Halliwell from
surviving the pandemic to changing customer analytics going down pike. You oversee a diverse mix of brands. Do you usually focus on projects by brand or is there a crossover? A little of both. We're trying to build portfolio-based solutions, which means that even if I'm doing something that focuses on one brand, I'm
building it in a way that would make it fit for purpose for other brands. It's an agile way of working. There is always a minimally viable product or proof of concept where it is possible to show a value that can be recognized with a minimum amount of effort. Register here for the July 20-22, 2021 virtual event So many
changes have come for Inspire's brands in recent months. Can you share some of the changes on digital platforms? I would say that digital change is ubiquitous throughout Inspire, especially if we are talking about the last three months. COVID-19, along with the social conversation we all experience, have combined to
create a shift in how consumers interact with restaurants. We've seen a three to four year digital adoption trend happen within two to three weeks. Let's take a look at Buffalo Wild Wings. We recently consolidated the brand's digital e-commerce experience with its digital loyalty platform. They used to exist as two separate
verticals - we had an Android and iOS loyalty app and an iOS and Android e-commerce app. We also had two different websites for each. We knocked them down together so we have one Buffalo Wild Wings experience that includes loyalty and commerce. We basically turned the primary on-premise business into a 100
percent off-premise business in a very short period of time. How did the customers react? It immediately created a benefit that wasn't there before. A year ago, a Buffalo Wild Wings customer couldn't attach loyalty to his e-commerce transactions. After we combined these experiences, the consumer experience improved.
And we have opened a channel that allows us to expand even further - either payment, ordering with your own device within our restaurants or interacting with the content – you can do all this on your device in the future. You head personalization for Inspire Brands. How critical is it that each brand has a personalized
point of view? As the brand adapts its approach to individuals, it becomes a little more in tune with that person's buying habits, buying frequencies, preferences, etc. Once we have collected this information, personalization can be enabled. My team is working to identify and profile the consumer and provide the offers and
messages that are most relevant to them. We built Machine Learning, an AI-based platform that takes more than 900 attributes and matches them with the different offerings and creative means that are most likely to encourage that consumer to buy. Will 2020 be the year of the 20th century? What I think he did was
accelerate the need for greater understanding of consumer needs. The overall trajectory of customer analytics has seen exponential growth. We witnessed growth projections that were set two, three and four years that happen in two to three months. And I expect the rate of that growth to continue to rise exponentially
from this point on. The need to understand who consumers are and what they want has progressed in giant increments and will continue for some time to come. Digital adoption facilitates this process. What's on your plate for the next few months as the stores reopen? We have to be ready to come back as much as we
have to be ready to move forward. That's really what's on everyone's mind on the side of the operations. We need to be agile enough to adapt to the regulations and guidelines that we are constantly changing, which we get from federal, state, municipalities, and - as things change and when there is a flare-up - we have
to be ready to put the hatches back. The next 30 days will be very telling in terms of how well we have our hands around COVID-19. As an operator, trader or anyone with brick-and-mortar locations, we have no choice but to be nimble. No one can predict that. All we know is we don't know. Looking back on March, can
you share something good that came out of this? Years back, I had a front row seat to watch retail embrace digital. Yet what I have seen happening within the entire restaurant industry over the past 12 weeks has been nothing short of remarkable. I'm talking about two or three years worth of exponential change, and it's
there to stay. It was both exhausting and exciting. As time goes on, I'll probably forget about the long days and nights, but I'll still remember how exciting it was to be there at that moment. Listen more from Halliwell on NRF NXT ALL ACCESS, July 20-22, where he will talk about relying on first-party data, privacy controls
and best practices for data privacy. By using our website, you consent to our use of cookies, as described in our Policy. You can change cookie settings at any time.Get demomobile menuget demoOur robust learning management systems allow you to deliver instructor-led training, virtual learning, exams, certificates and
compliance content in one place. The learning platform is as strong as its content. Provide your team with content that engages while training the most sought-after professional, leadership, management and soft skills. Link your learning initiatives to business outcomes with reports that go beyond registering and
completing learning satisfaction, learning retention, and skills gaps. Build your own lessons from scratch or use any of the simple templates in our Grovo Create Tool. Easily build interactive content optimized for mobile devices tailored to your business. With a seamless, intuitive admin experience, your administrators will
save time and reduce busyness so they can focus on what really matters: your people. Engage students wherever they are with our highly rated Learning mobile app for iOS and Android. Courses can even be downloaded for offline learning. Cornerstone has led to a shift in culture where employees are driving their own
development and has been instrumental in engaging our employees. Watch videoread storySpeak to an expert who can walk you through ways cornerstone can benefit your specific situation. PrivacyCookiesTerms of Use Buffalo Wild Wings Atlanta, GA Job Company Description Salary Summary Job Trends Job
Creation Closed jobs Buffalo Wild Wings was founded in 1982 by two friends from Buffalo, NY, who recently moved to Ohio. Craving authentic buffalo wings, with none nearby, they decided to open a neighborhood-style wing near the house. Since then, the company has grown to have a store in every state in the U.S.
and continues to open locations around the world under the B-Dubs brand. Yet one thing remains the same: Buffalo Wild Wings is the ultimate place to gather with friends, watch sports, drink beer and eat wings; as well as a place for hard work with a guest-centistic approach, while enjoying the fun atmosphere. The
company is a big supporter of local sports and educational organizations as a way of giving back to the community. A senior learning architect is responsible for guiding the strategy and developing positional training and leadership programs that drive sports tape performance. This role designs interesting content that
supports the retention, execution, and growth of team members. RESPONSIBILITIES: Guides the design and development of effective and advanced training programs that support a team member and manager positional training. Leads development and maintenance for leadership learning programs and tools. It has a
learning and development path that guides team members through a lifetime of recruitment, including stacked learning modules, guided learning, and certifications. Works with experts on topics to ensure training of is autacous, accurate, consistent and aligned with the company's objectives and values. She writes
learning goals, course content, scenarios, activities and assessments. Maintains and demonstrates a strong degree of operational and team positional knowledge with the end user in mind as he designs the content. Identifies and storyboards development video, eLearning, photoshoots and other multimedia tools that
support the learning goal. It designs improving job aids, coach guides, training documents, e-learning, quizzes, and workbooks with the right authoring tools. It provides support to the coach for the field training team on training programs for positional training, leadership development programs and new trainings opening
sports bars. Partners with the LMS team to administer courses, course assignments and reporting at LMS. It maintains working knowledge of new training and development initiatives outside the company. Keep up to date with industry trends. Creates fun and interesting learning tools Follows best practices and
instructional design techniques to create learning resources. Participate in meetings and conference calls with your training team and specific project initiatives. He works on special projects as needed to support the ever-learning approach of Buffalo Wild Wings. EDUCATION QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's or equivalent
combination of education and professional work experience Preferred: Certification and/or training in e-learning and specialized subject(s) Preferred: Certified Learning and Performance Specialist (CPLP) or Certified Hospitality Coach (CHT) EXPERIENCE QUALIFICATIONS: Two or more years in the position of
corporate learning and development Two or more years of experience in instructional design Two or more years of personal creation and development of training programs, including training manuals, job aids, workshops or the like Highly Desirable: Restaurant or hospitality experience in an operational or training role
Preferred: Previous experience of creating e-learning content REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS OR ABILITIES: Well versed in different models of instructional design, approaches and technologies Capable of organizing, simplifying, condensing, presenting, presenting and sequencing content effectively Packs
maximum meaning into minimal words that are simple , relevant and keep in mind the end user Conceptually and intuitively understands how people learn and ensures the final content helps the goal of learning Takes a guest-centered approach in achieving the desired results Able to connect content, Concepts and
processes with context It has a curiosity and drive towards always learning and quickly understands new information Uses effective time management to balance short- and long-term projects Able to balance creativity with realistic practical scenarios Skilled with content development tools #LIIB Minimum $95,369
$116,850 average Maximum $129,976 Based on 130 working committees, duplication off on dupliciranja isključena Raspodjela kategorije rada 6 mjeseci 1 godina Prehrambene usluge 55,8% 30% 716% Ostalih 26,8% 12% 1.422% Prodaja 8,5% 32% 2.162% Consulting &amp; Upper Management 7,7% 11% 1.522%
Građevinarstvo 0,0.06% 2.447% 25.050% Bankarstvo 0,1% 5.700% 5.800% Executive Management 0,1% 77% 3.033% Maloprodaja 0,1% 10% 2.950% Marketing &amp; PR 0,1% 131% 4,1%200% Hospitality &amp; Travel 0,1% 39% 4.200% Administrativno 10% 1.900% Služba za korisnike 38% 183% Zdravstvo 117%
1.800% Obrazovanje 100% 50% IT 77% 33% Financiranje 80% 17% Ljudski potencijali 0% 50% Neprofitno i volontiranje 100% 58% Transport &amp; Logistika 33% 67% Arts &amp; Entertainment 100% 100% Proizvodnja 100% 75% Vlada &amp; Vojska 67% 83% Nekretnine 100% 92% Pravno 83% 92% Inženjering
83% 92% Barmen Buffalo Wild Wings Oklahoma City OK Check customer identification and age requirements Mix traditional and creative cocktails Process payment from customers Clean glasses and barware Make suggestions based on customer tastes and preferences Note and balance cash bills and prepare cash
deposits Open and maintain cards... Read more Manager Buffalo Wild Wings Jonesboro, AR Role: As a manager, you will manage both the front and back of home operations and therefore previous kitchen experience is a big plus. You will assist the General Manager in hiring and training team members, as well as in
the schedule of your restaurant. Responsibilities: Providing... Read more Host/Cashier Buffalo Wild Wings Tulsa, OK A Host/Hostess presents a positive first impression of friendliness, excellent service and high standards. The host/hostess also greets guests upon arrival, informs guests about the waiting time, monitors
the waiting list, enters the names of guests in the computer system, displays guests on their... Read more Server Buffalo Wild Wings Tulsa, OK Server responsibilities are to take and serve orders. Make sure all guests enjoy their experience. When ordering, make suggestions to guests. Transfer all food orders to the
kitchen. Practice teamwork during shifts. Always have fun and enjoy working at B-Dubs. WELCOME TO THE GREAT... Read more HOH (Kitchen) Buffalo Wild Wings Fort Smith, AR You love working in the fast,multilayered restaurant/sports scene. There is no station where you can not work Enjoy introducing new
menus and love introducing new food items to our guests! You love working in a high-volume kitchen with a team that is the heart of the house! You have a friendly,... Read more Assistant General Manager - 777 Buffalo Wild Wings Danvers, MA SPORTS BAR ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER Know what it's like to be
in a stadium on game day? Then you know what it's like to work at Buffalo Wild Wings. It's fun. It's accelerated. Have they been on top of ours Read more Assistant General Manager - 794 Buffalo Wild Wings St. Petersburg, FL SPORTS BAR ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER Know what it's like to be in the stadium on
game day? Then you know what it's like to work in Wild Wings. It's fun. It's accelerated. Su Su Top of ours Read more General Manager - 793 Buffalo Wild Wings Bradenton, FL SPORTS BAR GENERAL MANAGER You know what it's like to be in the stadium on game day? Then you know what it's like to work at Buffalo
Wild Wings. It's fun. It's accelerated. We were at the top of our game and we read more Assistant General Manager - 781 Buffalo Wild Wings Oldsmar, FL SPORTS BAR ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER Know what it's like to be in the stadium on game day? Then you know what it's like to work at Buffalo Wild Wings.
It's fun. It's accelerated. Have they been on top of ours Read more Assistant General Manager - 776 Buffalo Wild Wings Fitchburg, MA SPORTS BAR ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER Know what it's like to be in the stadium on game day? Then you know what it's like to work at Buffalo Wild Wings. It's fun. It's
accelerated. They were at the top of our Read more Similar Jobs in Lead Technical Architect Cox Automotive Atlanta, GA Primary Location: 3003 Summit Blvd, Atlanta, GA, USA Division: Cox Automotive Job Level: Individual Contributor Travel: Yes, 5% of the timetable: Full-time shift: Job search number: 208029 Cox
Automotive, looking for a chief technical architect to join our architectural team in... Read more Application Architect Calendly Atlanta, GA What is Calendly? Calendly takes work out of the schedule so our customers have more time to work on what's really important. Our software is used by millions of people around the
world – with hundreds more signing up every day. To sustain this exciting growth, we are looking for top talent to join our... Read more Chief Technical Architect Cox Automotive Atlanta, GA Primary Location: 3003 Summit Blvd, Atlanta, GA, USA Division: Cox Automotive Job Level: Individual Contributor Travel: No
Schedule: Full-time Shift: Day Job Requisition Number: 206556 Cox Automotive, a subsidiary of Cox Enterprises, is looking for a chief technical architect to join our team in... Read more AWS Architect Cox Automotive Atlanta, GA Primary location: 6325 Peachtree Dunwoody Rd, Atlanta, GA, USA Division: Cox
Automotive Job Level: Individual Contributor Travel: Yes, 5% of the timetable: Full-time shift: Job conditions number: 206354 We know you have choices as an experienced architect of technical or solutions, so why... Read more Senior Architect Pyramid Consulting, Inc Atlanta, GA The immediate need for a talented Sr.
Architect (E-Commerce Platform) with experience in E-commerce or hospitality. It is a long-term contract role (2+ years) and is located in Atlanta, GA (Remote till COVID). Review the job description below. Job ID: 20-20505 Key Skills:... Read more Senior Architect thecsi com Atlanta, GA The ideal candidate has several
years of experience in specific programming languages, such as Java or Golang, depending on what the employer uses, is valuable. Looking for a Sr. architect-level engineer without fear to get your hands dirty. Second experience: AWS (or similar ynamoDB,... Read more Senior Senior JEDunn Atlanta, GA Best People



+ True Culture. These are the drivers of JE Dunn's success. By hiring inspired people, giving them interesting and challenging work, enabling them innovative tools and allowing them to share company rewards, we have found a sustainable way to grow in... Read more Kforce Technology Senior Architect Staffing Atlanta,
GA RESPONSIBILITIES: Kforce has a client looking for a senior architect in Austin, TX. Key tasks: * Serve as a technological thought leader * Champion investments in technology and architecture, advocating for the priority of this work * Define solution architectures aligned with business needs in... Read more Sotha
Solutions Atlanta Senior Architect, GA Thusa Solutions is looking for a senior architect to join the team. The ideal candidate has built microservers and application systems at scale using GCP, AWS or Azure. The candidate should be from a developmental background and should have experience in writing apps using
languages such as... Read more IAM Architect Hirex Atlanta, GA ROLE IAM Architect Location Atlanta, GA (Remote till COVID) DURATION 12 months Interview Process Phone and Skype MUST HAVE - IAM related security protocols - Large scalable directories exp. - Cloud Experience - java api - Customer IAM exp
Customer IAM exp is the most desirable experience here. Read more Architect UST Atlanta, GA Join our fast-growing, dynamic team! UST Digital Architects work with clients to define the business and technological architectures of digital transformation. They help clients identify and define the technological initiatives
needed to support their digital transformation and leadership... Read more Architect Visionaire Partners Atlanta, GA MongoDB Data Architect An exciting opportunity for MongoDB Data Architect to join a progressive technology company. RESPONSIBILITIES: Simplify and optimize our collections as you work with your
team on new data models. Collaborate with product owners, developers, DBA, architects and support.... Read more Architect Enhance IT Atlanta, GA Android Lead/Architect and Trainer (move to the US) If you have a strong passion for developing mobile apps, especially Android platforms and want to join an
experienced team of IT professionals, this could be an auspicious next step. We're experiencing rapid growth and we're looking for... Read more Architect Pyramid Consulting, Inc Atlanta, GA The immediate need for a talented POS architect with experience in the IT industry. This is a 1+ annual option rental contract and
it's a remote opportunity. Review the job description below. Job ID: 20-33157 Key skills: POS restaurant POS .NET Key requirements and technological experience:... Read more Service architect Virtusa Alpharetta, GA Role: Containers Services Architect/ Devops Architect • Minimum five years of experience in building
and supporting distributed computing environments. • Minimum three years of experience with container and runtime construction technologies. • Minimum two years of experience in architectural ,... Read more Senior Application Architect FLEETCOR Atlanta, GA Senior Application Architect I (0970) Senior Application
Architect Application is instrumental in executing Fleetcor vision and strategy. Great experience of architecture, clearly ... Read more Senior Application Architect SOLTECH Atlanta, GA As a Application Architect at SOLTECH, you are well versed in the architecture and development of complex software applications, with
a strong background as a software engineer. You have passion ... Read more Enterprise Architect Mission Recruit Alpharetta, GA Our Fortune 500 client (and Fortune best places to work) located in Alpharetta, GA or Atlanta, GA has an immediate need for REMOTE Enterprise End User Architect (focusing on . This is an
opportunity for direct rentals with a large company and benefits (including an unlimited number of vacation days). The ideal candidate will have the global experience of the chief architect of the end user in the environment of a medium to large company. This is a great team with a great cultural environment so they are
looking for someone who can thrive in a collaborative and passionate environment. TOP 4 skills: • Global experience of a global architect at the level of medium to large entrepreneurship with an emphasis on workspace collaboration services (conference room technology, workplace services, video/webcasting and
audio/video services) • Experience in building a strategic plan for Microsoft Collaboration Services (O365 Teams, Exchange) and Social Platforms (Stream and Live Events) • Experience in building a technological travelogue for workplace analytics, Machine Lear Read more Senior Enterprise architect Tier4 Group
Atlanta, GA Senior Enterprise Architect Direct Hire - USC/GC Holders only Atlanta, GA - Relo Assistance Provided, if necessary Would you like to move into director of enterprise architecture in the next few... Read more Sr. Solutions Architect Amazon.com, Inc. Atlanta, GA Amazon Web Services (AWS) is looking for a
technical leader for our solution architecture team that will be responsible for technology strategy and higher-level relationships with global business customers. The architect of the global accounts solution will be responsible for creating and managing a technical strategy with sales in account management with a complex
and multilayered relationship with AWS. You'll partner with customers and several AWS teams to create highly scalable, flexible and resilient cloud architectures that provide solutions to solve customer business problems and accelerate the adoption of AWS services. In conjunction with sales, you will increase revenue
growth in a particular set of customers. As a reliable customer advocate, you will have the opportunity to help shape and execute a strategy to build mindshare and make widespread use of AWS with business customers. You will also need to be adept at interacting, communicating and partnering with other read more
Senior Solutions Architect Optello Atlanta, GA Perform as Pre Sales Solutions Architect and is also IME in networking technology for... Alex Higgins - Sr. Executive Recruiter - Optello Applicants Must Be Authorized to Work in the U.S. Read more Senior Solutions Architect HUNTER Technical - htrjobs.com Atlanta, GA
5G RAN/5GC Functional Consultant 12-Month Contract Role (Remote) Functional/Solution Architect Position Description Functional/Solution Architect is responsible for working closely with teams... Read more Sr. Snowflake Solutions Architect capgemini Atlanta, GA Description: POSITION CAN BE BASED FROM\:
ATLANTA * CHICAGO * DALLAS * NEW YORK * NEW JERSEY Lead the possibilities of technical architecture of snowflakes and provide oversight of multiple projects Develop, guide and execute innovative data storage technology Implement the snowflake following best practices, and provide the subject expertise in
data exploitation, especially with Snowflake Work hands-on with clients to demonstrate and communicate the implementation of best practice on Snowflake technology Maintaining a deep understanding of competitive and complementary technologies and where/how to position Snowflake Great experience with
analytics/BI and the ability to communicate its value as a strategic business advantage Provide architecture services on deep technical Level 1 to Successfully Position and Implement Snowflakes Provide guidance on how to solve customer-specific technical challenges Support other members of the professional services
team to develop their expertise Minimum 7-10 to Read more Sr. Snowflake Solutions Architect CTI Education Group Atlanta , GA Job Description - Sr. Snowflake Solutions Architect (049554) Sr. Snowflake Solutions Architect - 049554 Lead the Snowflake technical architecture capabilities and provide oversight across
multiple projects Develop, lead and execute innovative data storage technology Implement the snowflake by following best practices and provide expertise on data storage items, especially with Snowflake Work hands-on with clients to demonstrate and communicate best implementation practices on snowflake
technology Maintain a deep understanding of competitive and complementary technologies and where/how to position Snowflake Great Experience with Analytics /BI and the ability to communicate its value as a strategic business advantage Provide architecture services at a deep technical level to successfully position
and implement Snowflake Provide guidance on how to solve customer-specific technical challenges Support other members of the professional services team to develop their expertise Minimum Read more Chief Cloud Architect Cox Atlanta , GA Cloud Technical Architect is responsible for overseeing configuration and
infrastructure - as ... Reviews, coordinates and provides guidance to the work of senior experts * Translates ... Read more Solution Architect - End Productivity (Sr. Journey Architect) Softchoice Norcross, GA Why you will love Softchoice: At Softchoice, our purpose is to unleash the potential of people and technology.
Our company is built around the idea that there is no success without team success. We nurture a culture of inclusiveness and fairness, where different interests, experiences and backgrounds are celebrated. We strive to strengthen and unleash the potential of all, to ensure that every employee has a path to success.
Together we are in this to make life better for each other, our clients, our partners and our communities. Impact you'll have: It's never been a more exciting time for customers to explore collaboration solutions – but it's also never been any more or more chaotic! Senior Journey Architect - End User Productivity is
responsible for cutting noise and clarification on how our customers can transform their business for the hybrid-cloud era with Microsoft &amp; Cisco collaboration packages and our unique set of services and assessments. Working alongside the Read more Sr. Learning Architect Buffalo Wild Wings Atlanta team, GA The
Senior Learning Architect is responsible for guiding the strategy and development of positional training and leadership programs that drive sports bar performance. This role designs interesting content that supports the retention, execution, and growth of team members. RESPONSIBILITIES:* Guides the design and
development of effective and advanced training programs that support a team member and a positional training leader.* Leads the development and maintenance of leadership learning programs and tools.* It has a learning and development path that guides team members through a lifetime of recruitment, including
stacked learning modules, guided learning, and certifications.* It works with topic experts to ensure that the content of the training is autical. , accurate, consistent and aligned with the company's goals and values.* Writes learning goals, course content, scenarios, practice activities and assessments.* Maintains and
demonstrates a strong degree of operational and team member position Read more Senior Azure Cloud Architect NTT DATA Corporation Chamblee, GA Req ID: 98252 NTT DATA Services strives to hire exceptional, innovative and passionate individuals who want to grow with us. If you want to be part of an inclusive,
customizable and advanced organization, sign up now. We are currently looking for senior architect Azure Cloud to join our team in Chamblee, Georgia (US-GA), the United States (USA). Senior Azure Cloud Architect on a (client) initiative to accelerate cloud adoption and mission management critical data center through
government contractor. Expertise in providing solutions for providing, managing and managing hybrid private and public cloud services. Responsibilities and job skills: Deliver cloud architecture solutions to successfully meet the company's strategic needs and help modernize efforts by planning Lead Second Cloud to
deliver solutions for CDC Build Hybrid Cloud using Azure Cloud services with AWS Cloud, Azure Cloud, On-Prem data centers and private cloud Offer guidance in migrating applications from on-prem Read more Senior Pega Lead Business Architect Cox Communications Inc Atlanta, GA Cox Communications seeks
highly motivated and enthusiastic Senior Pega Lead Business Architect to work within a team of full-time employees as well as contractors to drive development and... Read more Senior Storage Architect Resolution Technologies, Inc. Atlanta, GA Sr. UNIX Engineer (Storage &amp; Virtualization) - Practice Lead
(Architect Level) Sr. UNIX Engineer Storage &amp; Virtualization Job Requirements &amp; Responsibilities: * 10+ years of total IT experience ... Read more Java Architect UST Alpharetta, GA UST is looking for a higher technical architect to lead modernization initiatives in the payments industry. The right candidate will
bring great experience in full-stack software architecture... Read more Java Architect GSquared Group Conyers, GA This is a big role for a higher-level architect who is willing to make the transition to the Lead/Director level also because this role will be to play hands on design work and guide other architects . how to...
Read more Sr. AWS Cloud Architect CareerBuilder Norcross, GA Senior AWS Cloud Architect will be part of the cloud infrastructure team and help application development teams plan, design, develop and re-engineer applications that can take full advantage of the cloud. The architect will work on complex areas of
application and infrastructure and is expected to provide expertise to teams with little cloud experience. Monitor operations and recommend best practices for cloud infrastructure and align with CareerBuilder Hybrid Cloud Strategy. The architect will also be responsible for defining cloud standards and best practices for
teams to follow. Our cloud infrastructure team is obsessed with bringing strong success for app development teams. The team works throughout the careerbuilder organization to bring the right solution to our customers and drive innovation. Main responsibilities/activities: Responsible for managing the cloud operations
team. Play a major role in influencing departure Read more Sr Software Architect Covance Atlanta, GA Job Overview: As a market leader in central laboratory, preclinical and clinical trial management services, Covance works with most leading pharmaceutical and biotech companies on life-saving drugs to patients who
need help before. Over the past 10 years, we have processed more than 10,000 clinical trials in more than 600 indications, worked with more than 200,000 investigators, and collected data from more than 14 million patient visits. Recognizing the huge potential of data-driven decision-making, we develop state-of-the-art
computer science capabilities to unleash strength data to help pharmaceuticals and Companies protect patient safety, reduce costs and increase the rate of clinical development to bring new medicines to patients who cannot wait. As a member of the IT team, you will play a key role in developing effective, efficient and
elegant ETL algorithms to meet the different and flexible needs of data analysis in the clinical research and development process. Your Technology Read more Senior Business Solutions Architect CRMIT Solutions Atlanta, GA Role: Sr Salesforce Business Analyst/Salesforce Solution Architect Recruitment Method:
Contract Duration: 5Months Location: Atlanta, GA (100% Remote) Job Description: * Looking for Lead... Read more ServiceNow Technical Architect, CSM Crossfuze Atlanta, GA In addition, the architect will work on developing crossfuze product packages and provide mentoring to less senior technical resources. *
Provide ServiceNow development assistance to clients... Read more Lead Cloud Solutions Architect (AWS/Azure) CyberCoders Atlanta, GA Lead Cloud Solutions Architect (AWS/Azure) An established and rapidly growing provider of advanced technology solutions strives to add several senior &amp; lead cloud
specialized architect solutions... Read more Sr. Cloud Solutions Architect - Remote Opportunity Varian Medical Systems, Inc. Atlanta, GA Together, we can beat cancer. In Varian, we gather the best talents of the worlds to realize our vision of the world without fear of cancer. Together, we work passionately to develop
and provide simple, effective oncology solutions. If you want to be part of this important mission, we want to hear from you. You are an experienced and passionate architect of solutions with in-depth skills with public cloud and DevOps technologies. Your breadth of knowledge and depth of experience allow you to act as
a leader and SME as you develop innovative solutions. As part of the Cloud Platform team, you are comfortable providing guidance, strategy and advice on best practices to different product teams and stakeholders within Varian. Your solid communication skills mean you can easily introduce yourself to both technical
and non-technical audiences. Responsibilities * As part of the platform team, design and implement a Unique Cloud Implementation Platform that deals with common aspects for welding Read more Senior Enterprise Data Architect Request Technology, LLC Alpharetta, GA We are unable to sponsor for this permanent
full-time role The prestigious Enterprise company is looking for a senior enterprise data architect. This role will be responsible for developing data architecture plans and delivering on plans in cooperation with businesses and IT. The candidate will play a key role in guiding a range of data and analytical initiatives,
including cloud data transformation, data management, data quality, MDM and data science, and will define cloud reference architectures to promote reusable patterns and promote best practices for data integration and consumption, as well as lead for data science in analytical models. Responsibilities This role will build,
maintain and manage a company-wide blueprint that showcases a holistic view of the organization's business strategy through support technology. Partner with business representatives, Portfolio Application Development, Engineering, Operations and Support, IT Security, Dig Read more Sr. Load Balancing
Engineer/Architect Matlen Silver Atlanta, GA Team Leadership(s) will report directly to Sr. Enterprise Architect . It's an effort that requires attention to detail, making recommendations to the EA and making sure they're team members... Read more Salesforce Senior Solution Architect Experis Marietta, GA Architect CIAM
Solutions works under director of IAM architecture for planning, implementing and establishing functional vision for Customer IAM. The engineer/architect has extensive knowledge of ... Read more AWS Data Architect VDart, Inc. Atlanta, GA Role AWS Data Architect Location Atlanta or Columbus, GA (Initial remote)
Type of Hire Contract ... older technology roles covering DW, Big Data, Cloud and Analytics 5-6 years of professional ... Read more Solutions Architect (Platform Infrastructure) CO-OP Financial Services Alpharetta, GA The role of architect solutions will act as a key consultant and consultant to senior leadership, provide
effective application and management of platform architecture to ensure compliance with all regulatory... Read more Senior ETL Architect Combined Computing Resources Atlanta, GA Sr. ETL Architect will be instrumental in running a number of different high-profile work flows, including but not limited to the next
platform upgrades to leading Azure technologies... Read more 500+ more jobs
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